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Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project 

Meeting Minutes 

 
Date:  July 25, 2011 
Time:  6:00 PM 
Location: Mountain Field and Stream Club, Berlin, PA 
 
Subject: Re-introduction of the Project 
 
Attendees: 

Refer to the sign-in sheet 
 
Bold items noted as action items. 

 
Discussion Items: 

 
Gary Graham (PTC) starting the meeting with introductions and a brief explanation of the 
project.  He then turned the meeting over to Ed Jones (L.R. Kimball). 
 
Mr. Jones provided a brief overview of the traffic situation discussing level of service for 
existing and future dates.  He also discussed the existing condition of the tunnel stating that the 
structure requires major improvements.  Mr. Jones also explained that the area’s elected officials 
were contacted and intent to enter letters were mailed to property owners within the designated 
study area.  He then stated that meetings with the resource agencies were held in 2010 to re-
introduce the project.   
 
Tammy Sherwin (L.R. Kimball) outlined the field studies that will be undertaken as a part of this 
project.  They include:  wetland delineation, stream assessment, threatened and endangered 
species assessments, cultural resource studies, agricultural assessments, geological and soils 
investigations, and socioeconomic evaluations. 
 
Mr. Jones referred to the property mosaic on the table and asked if the Club property appeared to 
be correct.  Randy Musser (MFSC) and Tim Resh (MFSC) stated that the Club had acquired 
another parcel north of their current property and that it is split with Scott Boyer.  The change 

was marked on the mapping for revisions. 
 
Jeff Davis (PTC) pointed out that upon stopping the study in 2001, the yellow and brown 
corridors were being investigated further.  The resource agencies have since asked that a corridor 
south of the existing tunnel be added to the investigation.  This new corridor is termed Gray and 
also has one tunnel option and one cut option. 
 
Mr. Jones explained why the agencies were asking for a southern corridor.  He stated that the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) identified that the majority of bats traveling from the 
South Penn Railroad hibernacula went northeast following the Raystown Branch of the Juniata 
River corridor.  Mr. Willis stated that the USFWS provided a recent study from 2007 indicating 
this.  Mr. Musser stated that the 2007 study was complete for their wind farm study.  Mr. Jones 
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then explained that the northern alternatives would cross the Raystown Branch with a larger 
bridge structure high above the stream.  He also indicated that mitigation measures such as 
fencing along the bridge could be incorporated to avoid bat/vehicle collisions.  It was also 
discussed that the previous Red Tunnel option would impact the hibernacula as well as any 
rehabilitation to the tunnels. 
 
Mr. Musser indicated that the Club is concerned over cutting their property in half and he stated 
that the southern tunnel looked favorable to them. 
 
Mr. Jones explained that the PTC would provide mitigation measures for disturbances to 
resources and property.  He stated that wildlife crossings would be included for a cut and this 
would also serve as crossings for Club members to access both sides of the property.  Renderings 
of a crossing over I-70 in Colorado were passed around for those in attendance to view as an 
example.   
 
Mr. Resh stated that the Club has some special resources present on their property such as 
mountain top wetlands, a sand-spring, and a re-emerging hardwood forest stand (in previous 
clear cut area).  He also stated that the Club has added two new food plots on their property. 
 
Mr. Davis stated that the designed tunnel lengths for the tunnel alternatives would be much 
shorter than the existing tunnel, which means part of the tunnel alternatives will be in a cut 
situation. 
 
Mr. Musser asked if alignments would be changed.  Mr. Jones explained that potential shifts in 
the alignments would occur after the environmental studies are complete.  This would be to 
avoid and minimize impacts to resources. 
 
Greg Bednar stated that four lanes of traffic must be maintained at all times during construction 
and that future traffic studies indicate the designed alternative would have to have four lanes for 
westbound traffic (includes a truck climbing lane) and three lanes for eastbound traffic. 
 
Mr. Musser asked if the recent traffic study took into consideration the completion of SR 22 and 
SR 219.  Mr. Jones stated that he did not know for certain, but would verify what the study 

incorporated. 
 
Mr. Resh stated that the MFSC has encountered a couple instances where PTC employees asked 
MFSC members to vacate the PTC right-of-way.  He stated this was done very abruptly.  Mr. 
Musser indicated that the Club has an agreement to cross the PTC property, but has not been able 
to locate the actual agreement.  He will further investigate to locate this agreement.   
 
Mr. Graham stated that Greg Bednar is the PTC contact for this project and Greg’s contact 
information is identified on the intent to enter letters.  Mr. Bednar also passed out business cards. 
 
Mr. Bednar indicated that work on the Allegheny Tunnel would be occurring this summer and 
asked Mr. Graham to explain what type of work will be taking place.  Mr. Graham stated that it 
is more of a superficial project to correct some aesthetic problems at the tunnel entrances. 
 
Mr. Musser asked if MFSC representatives could accompany project field staff when they are on 
the Club’s property.  They would be available to show the field staff where resources of concern 
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are located on their property.  Ms. Sherwin stated that this could be arranged, but the field staff 
will be covering all areas of the property not jumping from one location to the next.  It was 

agreed that Ms. Sherwin will contact Mr. Musser when staff will be on their property. 
 
Mr. Resh also asked that field staff wear orange at all times.  He also stated that debris was left 
behind after the last geotechnical boring study and asked that this not happen when the next 
study takes place. 
 
Linda Seanor (MFSC) informed the project team that timber rattlesnakes are present on the 
Club’s property.  She has personally seen them within the area of the powerline.  Ms. Sherwin 
assured her that the field staff would be taking the appropriate precautions. 
 
Mr. Musser asked the PTC for copies of their cost analysis.  Mr. Jones informed him that these 
were preliminary and would be adjusted as the project moved forward.  The cost analysis will be 
provided once the alternatives are refined after environmental investigations. 
 
Mr. Bednar stated that in general the cost of the tunnel options were 2 ½ times higher than the 
cost of cuts.  Mr. Jones explained that Gannett Fleming was added to the team to evaluate the 
tunnel alternatives and costs.  They also considered utilizing the existing two tunnels (four lanes) 
for the westbound movement and boring a new three lane tunnel to the south for the eastbound 
movement.  They recently had involvement with a widening of a Port Authority Tunnel in 
Pittsburgh and used the costs from that to formulate the cost of utilizing the existing Allegheny 
Tunnels.  This cost turned out to be more than constructing two new tunnels for both movements 
due to the methods required for widening an existing tunnel. 
 
Mr. Resh inquired about the funding for the project.  Mr. Graham stated that funding for the 
study and some of the design is on the current PTC Capital Improvements Plan, but that funding 
for the construction may have to come from bonding. 
 
Scott Boyer (MFSC) asked how mineral, oil and gas rights would be handled for the project.  Mr. 
Graham indicated that the PTC typically does not buy these rights, but any impact to them will 
be settled with the right of way acquisition. 
 
 
Action Items: 
 
1.  L.R. Kimball to revise MFSC property as indicated. 
 
2.  L.R. Kimball to verify if completion of SR 22 and SR 219 was included in the traffic study. 
 
3.  L.R. Kimball to contact Randy Musser of MFSC prior to start of field work. 
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MEETING MINUTES 

  





 
 

Meeting Minutes 
 
Date:  October 10, 2013 
Time:  6:30 PM 
Location: Mountain Field and Stream Club, Berlin, PA 
 
Subject: Alternatives Update 
 
Attendees: 
Refer to the sign-in sheet 
 
Bold items noted as action items. 
 
Discussion Items: 
 
Jeff Davis (PTC) opened the meeting with a brief overview of the project and turned the presentation over 
to Ed Jones (L.R. Kimball).  Mr. Jones continued onto the presentations, which included Project-specific 
information, as presented in following slides 
 

• Project timeline 
• Project needs 
• Existing conditions 
• Environmental constraints 
• Project corridors 
• Cultural resources 
• Brown cut alternative 
• Brown tunnel alternative 
• Yellow cut alternative 
• Yellow tunnel alternative 
• Gray cut alternative 
• Gray tunnel alternative 
• Alternatives matrix 
• Brown cut alternative – Mountain Field and Stream Club access 
• Yellow cut alternative – Mountain Field and Stream Club access 
• Gray cut alternative – Mountain Field and Stream Club access 
• What’s next 

o Meeting with the Public – October 22, 2013 
o Select a Preferred Alternative – 2014 
o Resource Agency Coordination – 2014 
o Public Coordination – 2014  
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Mr. Jones concluded the presentation by opening the floor up to questions and comments from the 
attendees. 
 
Prior to questions Mr. Davis stated that a majority of the slides from the presentation as well as additional 
information would be available on the Turnpike’s website www.paturnpike.com under “Design and 
Construction, Major Design and Construction Projects”. 
 
The following questions and statements were received from the attendees: 
 
Question: What will be done with the vacated property above the existing tunnel? 
Response: A number of options could be available and it will be evaluated in the future. 
 
Question:  What is the acreage of Mountain Field and Stream Club property that would be taken by 

each alternative? 
Response: Brown Cut – 73.22 acres, Brown Tunnel – 47.55 acres, Yellow Cut – 89.51 acres, Yellow 

Tunnel – 51.47 acres, Gray Cut – 75.07 acres, and Gray Tunnel – 49.45 acres. 
 
Question: Will the tunnel alternative include two or three lanes? 
Response: The tunnel alternatives will include 3 eastbound lanes and 4 westbound lanes. 
 
Question: How was the Gray Alternatives designed? 
Response: The Gray Alternatives were first designed as tangent or straight line as possible, then the 

alternatives were modified to avoid and minimize resources such as wetlands, steams and 
threatened and endangered species habitat while still meeting standard design criteria. 

 
Statement: It seems more Mountain Field and Stream Club property is being impacted to save 

wetlands. 
Response: The PTC is required to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands, streams and other 

sensitive resources to obtain a waterway permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
and PA Department of Environmental Protection. 

 
Question: What is the timeline for the project? 
Response: The PTC would like to choose a preferred alternative in 2014.  The project would then 

move through the design and permitting phases.  Construction may occur at the earliest in 
2019. 

 
Question: How will the project be funded? 
Response: The project will be funded through the PTC Ten Year Capital Plan. 
 
Question: What has changed since the project was last placed on hold in 2001? 
Response: The tunnel is in a state of deterioration, traffic has increased resulting in delays and 

bottlenecking at certain times and the PTC is currently working on a system-wide total 
reconstruction consisting of 3 lanes in each direction. 
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Question: What changes in traffic can be expected with the completion of U.S. 219? 
Response: It would depend on the origin and destination of the traffic as well as the driver’s 

preference of distance versus toll payment.  The funding to complete U.S. 219 is not in 
place at this time. 

 
Question: When will the Turnpike convert to All Electronic Tolling and will there be slip ramps for U.S. 

219 and SR 31? 
Response: The PTC is anticipating the conversion by 2018.  Addition of ramps would be evaluated in 

the future. 
 
Question: What was Senator Kasunic and Representative Metzger’s views of the project? 
Response: They were interested in the tunnel options and if the project would be funded. 
 
Question: Has weather been further investigated? 
Response: A study was conducted during the previous investigation.  Ten years of weather data was 

evaluated and due to the elevations of the cut alternatives and approaches for the tunnel 
options weather is anticipated to have an equal impact on all alternatives. 

 
Mr. Davis indicated that the project team has also studied widening the existing tunnels and it appears not 
to be practical from a traffic maintenance, construction timeframe and cost stand point. 
 
Tammy Sherwin (L.R. Kimball) handed out comment forms and indicated they could be complete at the 
meeting or mailed or faxed back to her by October 25, 2013, as indicated at the bottom of the comment 
form.  There were no comments forms received by October 25, 2013 regarding this meeting. 
 
The meeting was concluded at 7:15 PM. 
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Meeting Minutes 
 
 
Date:  October 16, 2013 
Time:  4:00 – 5:00 P.M. 
Location: Quality Inn Banquet Room, Somerset, PA 
Subject: Public Officials Meeting 
 
 
Attendees: 
 
Gary Graham (PTC) 
Jeff Davis (PTC) 
Dave Willis (PTC) 
Greg Bednar (PTC) 

Miles Costello 
  (Allegheny Twp. Supervisor) 
John Vatavuk 
  (Somerset Co. Commissioner) 

Ed Jones (L.R. Kimball) 
Tammy Sherwin (L.R. Kimball) 
Steve Crescenzo (L.R. Kimball) 

 
 
Pre-Meeting Discussions: 
 
Prior to the beginning of the Public Officials Meeting, Miles Costello (Allegheny Township Supervisor) requested a 
copy of the mapping showing the proposed Project alternatives.  Ed Jones (L.R. Kimball) stated that L.R. Kimball can 
provide a copy of the requested plan to Mr. Costello. 
 
 
Public Officials Meeting Presentation: 
 
Mr. Jones opened the Public Officials Meeting presentation by welcoming the attendees and thanking them for their 
interest in the project.  Mr. Jones continued onto the presentations, which included Project-specific information, as 
presented in following slides 
 

 Project timeline 

 Project needs 

 Existing conditions 

 Environmental constraints\ 

 Project corridors 

 Cultural resources 

 Brown cut alternative 

 Brown tunnel alternative 

 Yellow cut alternative 

 Yellow tunnel alternative 

 Gray cut alternative 

 Gray tunnel alternative 

 Alternatives matrix 

 Brown cut alternative – Mountain Field and Stream Club access 

 Yellow cut alternative – Mountain Field and Stream Club access 

 Gray cut alternative – Mountain Field and Stream Club access 
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 What’s next 
o Meeting with the Public – October 22, 2013 
o Select a Preferred Alternative – 2014 
o Resource Agency Coordination – 2014 
o Public Coordination – 2014  

 
Mr. Jones concluded the presentation by opening the floor up to questions and comments from the attendees. 
 
Mr. Costello inquired as to which alternative the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission (PTC) considers to be their 
choice.  Mr. Jones replied that the PTC and L.R. Kimball are currently evaluating all of the alternatives on several 
points of comparison (i.e. environmental, construction, engineering, safety, public input, etc.).  There is no preferred 
alternative at this time.  The PTC is seeking input on all alternatives. 
 
Gary Graham (PTC) stated that the current alternatives have been updated based upon engineering and 
environmental constraints. 
 
John Vatavuk (Somerset County Commissioner) inquired if the PTC still has the goal to eliminate all of the tunnels on 
the Turnpike system. 
 
Mr. Graham stated that the proposed Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project is based upon the 
analysis of the capacity and safety of the existing tunnel structures.  Mr. Graham added that the Allegheny Tunnels 
are the oldest and longest tunnels on the Turnpike system, and are also in the poorest condition as compared to the 
other tunnels within their system.  Jeff Davis (PTC) stated that the volume of traffic utilizing the Allegheny Tunnel is 
greater than any of the other tunnels within the Turnpike’s system due to its location in-between the Interstate 70 
interchanges with the Turnpike (Breezewood and New Stanton). 
 
Commissioner Vatavuk stated that he prefers tunnels. 
 
Mr. Davis stated that the slides from the presentation as well as additional information would be available on the 
Turnpike’s website www.paturnpike.com under “Design and Construction, Major Design and Construction Projects” 
prior to the Public Meeting, which is scheduled for Tuesday, October 22, 2013 from 5:00 to 7:00 P.M. 
 
Mr. Graham closed the meeting by thanking the attendees for their time, input, and interest in the Project. 
 
The meeting was concluded at approximately 4:45 P.M. 
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PUBLIC PLANS DISPLAY 2013 

MEETING SUMMARY 

 



 
 

Public Plans Display Summary 
October 22, 2013 

 
The Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission (PTC) hosted an Open-House Plans Display for the Allegheny 
Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project on October 22, 2013 at the Quality Inn in Somerset, PA from 
5:00 to 7:00 PM to gather input from the public on the project.  The meeting was advertised in the Somerset 
Daily American Newspaper on October 5th and 19th, 2013 and in the Bedford Gazette on October 6th and 
20th, 2013.  The proof of publication is located in Attachment A.  The attendance at the plans display 
included 35 members from the public and 11 members from the project team. 
 
The plans display included 10 stations for the public to view information about the project.  Each station 
was identified in a hand-out provided at the sign-in table and with a large sign placed on the wall above 
each station.  PTC, L.R. Kimball, and Heberling Associates staff were present at the stations and 
throughout the meeting room to answer questions. 
 
Station 1 – Sign-in Table 
 
The sign-in table was located in the hallway prior to entering the meeting room.  Each participant was 
asked to sign-in (Attachment B) and received a handout (Attachment C) identifying the project history and 
origin, next steps in the project, anticipated timeframe for the project, the meeting room layout, and 
frequently asked questions about the project.  Each meeting attendee also received a comment form 
(Attachment D) that could be completed and returned at the meeting or mailed/faxed back to L.R. Kimball. 
 
Station 2 – PowerPoint Presentation 
 
The PowerPoint Presentation for the project was a narration of each board the public would be viewing at 
the following stations.  Seating was provided for approximately 15 people and the presentation lasted 
approximately 8 minutes and ran on a continuous loop. 
 
Station 3 – Timeline 
 
The display board at this station provided a brief overview of the project milestones from 1996 to the 
present. 
 
Station 4 – Project Needs 
 
This station presented the five (5) project needs on a display board. 
 
Station 5 – Environmental Constraints 
 
The display at this station presented existing conditions at the project site on an aerial photograph.  The 
environmental constraints were identified on the aerial photograph as well and included:  wetlands, 
streams, areas of concern (hazardous materials), flood plains and threatened and endangered species 
habitat. 
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Station 6 – Project Corridors 
 
The project corridor board identified three project corridors:  brown, yellow and gray.  Each corridor 
includes one tunnel and one cut option. 
 
Station 7 – Cultural Resources 
 
Two (2) display boards were located at Station 7.  The first board identified the archaeological predictive 
model and known historical resources (PA Turnpike and South Penn Railroad Tunnel).  The second board 
provided a flowchart of the National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 process. 
 
Station 8 – Project Alternatives 
 
This station included six (6) display boards that provided detail on the current design of each project 
alternative. 

• Brown cut alternative 
• Brown tunnel alternative 
• Yellow cut alternative 
• Yellow tunnel alternative 
• Gray cut alternative 
• Gray tunnel alternative 

 
Station 9 – Alternatives Matrix 
 
A display of the alternatives matrix identified impacts to environmental resources and other key features of 
the project for each alternative. 
 
Station 10 – Comment Form 
 
This station provided an area for the public to sit and write their comments on the provided form.  It also 
contained a drop box for the comment forms.  An example comment form is located as Attachment D. 
 
The Display boards identified in Stations 3 through 9 are located in Attachment E. 
 
Recorded Public Comments (Verbal) 
 
The following items or concerns were discussed as the public viewed the displays at each station: 
 

• Some alternatives may have the potential to landlock properties.  Need to further investigate how 
properties are being accessed. 

• The Borough of Berlin’s public water supply is located south of the Turnpike and members of the 
water authority would like to see further analysis concerning potential impacts from the southern 
alternatives. 
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• Higher design speeds are required as trucks approaching the tunnel westbound constantly ride on 
the rumble strips. 

• It seems the bats are given more priority than humans. 
• The Yellow Corridor is the most logical because it has the straightest alternatives.   
• Tunnel alternatives are very expensive. 
• Residents of New Baltimore have concerns over potential flooding and impacts to drinking water as 

a result of the project. 
• One resident along SR 160 has a wastewater treatment system very close to the existing Turnpike.  

They are concerned about potential impacts from the project. 
• Abandoned tunnels could be utilized as fallout shelter, storage facility or military installation. 

 
Written Public Comments 
 
Those attending the public plans display were provided a comment form at the sign-in table.  Each person 
had the opportunity to complete the form at Station 10 and drop it in a collection box or take the form home, 
complete it, and mail or fax it back to L.R. Kimball by November 8, 2013.  A total of eight (8) comment 
forms and one letter were received (Attachment F).  A summary of the comments is listed below: 
 

• The location of the Berlin Borough water supply is of concern regarding the southern alternatives.  
The Yellow Tunnel option appears to be the best for Berlin.  Casselberry Associates should be 
contacted for input concerning the wells.  The Borough needs proof of no impact to their water 
supply. 

• The primary source of Berlin Borough’s water supply comes from the Mauch Chunk aquifer.  The 
Berlin Water Authority is against any alternative that will diminish the quantity and/or quality of their 
water supply.  Hydrologists must be consulted in advance of any decision.  Contact the Municipal 
Authority’s Office for more information on the location of the wells. 

• A request for the alternatives’ matrix was made.  This person preferred the cut alternatives to 
eliminate the diversion of prohibited vehicles from the Turnpike.  Of the cut options, the Yellow Cut 
provides a long and high bridge for wildlife crossing. 

• The Yellow Cut is favored to remove the tanker trucks from SR 31. 
• Access to a cabin property may be cut off with all alternatives. 
• Eliminate tunnels, remove gas trucks from SR 31, Yellow Cut preferred. 
• The wildlife crossings are not enough.  What will be done for property owners affected? 
• The Yellow alternatives are preferred, as they remove the curve. 

 
Closing 
 
The above information will be utilized in the analysis of alternatives.  All public involvement activities will be 
summarized in the Environmental Assessment for the Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement 
project. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
PROOF OF PUBLICATION 

 

 



:-:~ 
Proof of Publication of Notice in Daily Ame.dean __________ .. 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania) · \:\"'7 o. () j 
County of Somerset ) ss \\\ " U • 

0 \~ 
Warren T. Koppenhofer, Jr. . . . . . . \\\ ~. . . """''!"" ~· 

............................................. bemg duly sworn, says: That he is editor, general manager, advertismg drrector tliil>·:&l!ifYAmencan, a 
newspaper of general circulation, published at 334 West Main Street, in the Borough of Somerset, County of Somerset and State of 
Pennsylvania. · 

That said newspaper was established as a daily newspaper of general circulation on the First day of July, 1929, since which date 
said newspaper has been published daily in .the Borough of Somerset; that a copy of the printed notice, hereto attached, is exactly as 
the same was printed and published in the regular edition of the Daily American, published on the following dates, viz: 

.............................................................................................. .9.~.t~ ~.~~ .?. .. ~!!.?.. !. 9.1. ??. .'.~ .................................................................................................... .. 

That affi~t further deposes and declares that he is not interested in the subject matter of the aforesaid. 

in the foregoing statement as to time, place and character of publication are tru~· ......... ~ .................. / ...... ~J. ............... . 
~~. S·.·.w···· om to ~d··.s·u·. bscr.ibed before me this ................. ..1.9.~ ............ day of ....................... 7 ...... C!.~t:o.~e.r ................ 1 ....... 1 ~ .............. .. 

:.".·' .. ,.·COMMONWEAl."'°'""""'-VANIA ;-~~~·~A ............................... : .. 
c !•' .:., •".·!....,.,,. .. ..,., • · NotaryPubhc r .. · .... · BAMiiA'iY."mfllJSUC 

i• .~,~~~ftr1' My CommissionExpires ........ 9£!!?.9.\'.r ...... ,.?9.1.7. ................................ . 
'",' . '··;\:;',',-

... \. 
Copy of Notice of Publication 

-...-_.,,:!~-

PAT urnpike to Host Open-House Plans Disp 
For Allegheny T unnelT ransportation lmproveme11 

DATE: Oct. 22, 2013 
TIME: 5 p.m,.-.~7 p.m; 
LDPATIDW'Q.il~Jity lnir& Gonference Center 
-., •<'' , ;·,, i'~219Ramada Road, Somerset 

Thefennsylvania. Turnpike Commission (PTC) is hosting an Open•Hou• 
Display for the Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project. T 
proposes alternatives for critical safety improvements to the Allegheny 1 
located 13.miles eastof Somerset E~it (#110). 

STATEMENT OF ADVERTISING COSTS 
Open House 

10-13-DL-19-l. 

To Daily American, Somerset 

For publishing the notice or advertisement 
attached heretofore the 
above stated dates $ ............ ?.7.) ... 5.0 ................... . 

Probating same ........................ . $ 5.00 
·········································· 

Total ........................ . 
576.50 

$ ........................................ .. 
~ 
~1.. The project's objective.is to address growing concerns about traffic con 

frequency and s~verity of accidents in and near the tunnel,. the tunnel's 
l and structural .Condition and lh!' rerouting of hazardous materials (now 
1 • the tunnel) onto local roadways. 

- -·-----------~--- ·· Publisher•s~R;c;ipt for Advertising Costs 

The publisher of the Daily American, a daily newspaper, hereby acknowledges receipt of aforesaid advertising and publication 
costs, and certifies that the same have been fully paid. 

OFFICE Daily American, Somerset, 
334 West Main Street Pub~er of ~aily A~can,!\ Newspaper. 

I ' 

E~~~~:~:d i;29 b~t.7_,:~1¥tJ: ........ . 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is the original Proof of Publication and Receipt for the advertising costs in\the s dect matter of 

said notice. 

Attorney for 



:t 
Proof of Publication of Notice in Daily Amenca:n·---------" 

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania) · \ 9 'i ,c\ 
County of Somerset ) ss . ~ . 11\\. 

\\\• 

Warren T. Koppenhofer, Jr. . . . . . . "?. . . .. ~cf'-' - "-' 
............................................. bemg duly sworn, says: That he 1s editor, general manager, advert!Smg director tl><J>OOft°Aiii.encan, a 
newspaper of general circulation, published at 334 West Main Street, in the Borough of Somerset, County of Somerset and State of 
Pennsylvania. 

That said newspaper was established as a daily newspaper of general circulation on the First day of July, 1929, since which date 
said newspaper has been published daily in .the Borough of Somerset; that a copy of the printed notice, hereto attached, is exactly as 
the same was printed and published in the regular edition of the Daily American, published on the following dates, viz: 

.............................................................................................. .C?.c.t~~.e:..5. .. "'.1.d...1.9.: . .2.~.1.~ .................................................................................................... .. 

........................... ..... ............................................................................................................................................................................. . .• ·~ ...................• · ..... . 
That affiant further deposes and declares that he is not interested in the subject matter of the aforesaid: 

in the foregoing statement as to time, place and character of publication are tru~ .......... ~ ...... .. ......... . 

Sworn to and subscribed before me this ................ )9.~ ............ day of ..................................... ?.~t.0.1?.~.' ................. , 20 ....... 1?. .............. .. 
... ··· ... ···. . ~ L .J; . 
.•. ·~ .. ·· •. · •. ~ ....• COMMONWEALTHOFPENNSVLVANIA ... ~;;1,,tt/~d~~· ................................. .. 

1••f, . . . :1)".t.'.lllOTARIALSEAL I · . Notary Public 

.i .:.:'.:.L ~GNAG!if. NOTARYPUllUC 
~: ·~.f'1ta.•~:ir' My commission Expires ........ Q!M.i?.\'.r. ....... ~9.1.7. ................................ . 

' ' . • ·:;r:·, ' 

•. ,, • Copy of Notice of Publication 

i!lllllllillii--------lllUllll\1ENT OF ADVERTISING COSTS 

PATurnpiketn•Ho~t Dp~n-Hause 'Plans Display 
Far Allegh1myTunnelT ranspartatian Improvement Project 

DATE: Oct.22, 2013 
TIME: 5 p.m:.--7 p.m. ·.· · · 

.. LDC~TID~~·~~)ity lnrr& 9onterence Center 
·: < . , ;•,, i "21? Ramada Road, Somerset 

Thefennsylvania ~urnpik~ C~~misslon (PTC) is. hosting an Open-House Plans 
Display tor the Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project. The project 
proposes alternatives for critical satety improvements to the Allegheny Tunnel, 
located 13 miles eastof Soll)erset Exit (#110) .. 

The project's objective is to. address grpwing concerns a~~ut traffic cong~s!ion, \he 
frequency and seveQfY of.accid~nts in and nearthe tunnel, the tunnel's physical 
and structural condition anp th~ rerouting of hazardous materials (now prohibited in 
the tunnel) onto local roadways, · 

The plans display will identify projeGt needs, enviroornental features:and proposed 
alternatives. The PTC project team will be on hand to answer questions and get 
feedback from residents .. The meeting site is accessible to people with disabilities. 
To request assistance, contact PTC Public Information Manager Tom Fox' at 
(724) 755-5260 or tfox@paturnpike.com. 

'S0-3095724 

Open House 

1 .......................................................................................... . 

I 10-13-DL-19-l. 

To Daily American, Somerset 

ing the notice or advertisement 
heretofore the 
ted dates $ ............ ?.7.U.9 ................... . 

sanie ........................ . $ ............... 5.:?.?. ................... . 

Total ....................... .. 
576.50 

$ ........................................ .. 

· rtising Costs 

receipt of aforesaid advertising and publication 

American, Somerset, 
334 West Main Street Pub'.Jfer of Daily A~can,i\ Newspaper. 

E~~~~:~~d i;z9 b;~t.-:1,.~1~~~ 
I hereby certify that the foregoing is the original Proof of Publication and Receipt for the advertising costs in~ject matter of 

said notice. 

Attorney for 



~A\ PROOF OF PUBLICAT.ION 
T<.1mportotion lny • 

PA Turnpike to.Host Ope' State of Pennsylvania, Bedford County, ss: 
For Allegheny Tunnel Transplll'l 

-------·---'! Joseph Beegle, being duly sworn, deposes and says: That the 

TDIAMTE~:50ct. 2:
7
2013 l Bedford Gazette was established in 1805 and that it is a daily 

. ,p.m .. p.m. I 
· LOCATION: Quality Inn ~ newspaper of general circulation, published every morning 

· · ~15Ramadj 
. ·• ,/- · . / • except Sunday, as defined by the Act of Assembly approved May 

··•The Pennsylyania Turnpike qommission (PTC) is U 
. Al .. leiih~.~Y. Tu.n.nel Transp~rtatio .. n Im. p. rpv. em. ent P. rj1.·... 16, 1929, P.O. 1929,, page 784. That its place of business is 

safety improvements to the Allegheny Tunnel, loca "''· 
Bedford Borough, Bedford County, Pennsylvania, and that the 

The project's objective is to address growing con 
severity of accidents in and near the tunnel, the tu! attached printed notice is a copy of the Public Notice 
rerouting of hazardou,s materials (now prohibited i~ 

l 
The plans display will identify project needs. envirj 
The PTC project team will be on hand to answer Cl 
meeting site is accessible to people with disabiliti~ 
Information Manager Tom Fox at (724) 755-5260 i 

1 
l 

advertisement exactly as printed in the said publication in its 

issue of Ut:li.fctA G , .jo i 3 

U.::til A do Ju/?" 

That the affiant is not interested in the subject matter of the 

advertisement or advertising and that he, Joseph Beegle is 

the Publisher of the• Bedford Gazette and that all allegations of the 
\ ,'.-1~· 

state~ent as to the time, place and character of publication are true. 

Swol'l'.Y nd subscribed to before me this --'-!-"+ __ _ 

Day of ___ _,,f_/~llL~'t"'·-0~f~tJ~t~·V~i ____ A.D. 20.~f", __ 

-------+-,1(_,,' !.1_'-'/J.~C.l)fi-".'·""' ·:c..'· -+"";\-l'ICC"'"---- (SEAL) . r .. '•· J\wta 
I 



---------------------~----------, ... _ 

~AH:J 
PA Turnpike to Host Open-House Plans Display 

For Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project 
DATE: Oct 22, 2013 
TIME: 5 p.m. - 7 p.m. 

--------· -

LOCATION: Quality Inn & Conference Ce.nter 
215 Ramada Road, Somerset 

The Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission (PTC) is hosting an Open-House Plans Display for the 
Ali!lg~eny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project. The project proposes alternatives for critical 
safety im'provements to the Allegheny Tunnel, located 13 miles east of Somerset Exit (#110). 

The project's objective is to address growing concerns about traffic congestion, the frequency and 
severity of accidents in and near the tunnel, the tunnel's physical and structural condition and the 
rerouting of hazardous materials (now prohibited in the tunnel} onto local roadways. 

The plans display will identify project needs, environmental features and proposed alternatives. 
The PTC project team will be on hand to answer questions and get feedback from residents. The 
meeting site is accessible to people with disabilities.To request assistance, contact PTC Public 
Information Manager Tom Fox at (724) 755-5260 or tfox@paturnpike.com. 

··--··, -;:,-,, 

~~ 
NOV 1 8 2013 Jl:J 

CATION· 
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~ said publication in its 

That the affiant is not interested in the subject matter of the 

advertisement or advertising and that he, Joseph Beegle is 

the Publisher of Jhe· Bedford Gazette and that all allegations of the 
I, ,·.-1n· 

statell)ent as to the time, place and character of publication are true. 

Swo . nd subscribed to before me this __,_"-"~---

Day of __ ___,/_11"-"/).c+' t-r"0.ni11uY,_.4'"'/l ____ .A.D. 20~3 __ 
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Tr,'lnsportation Improvement Project 

Public Plans Display - Oct. :z.:z., :z.013 
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Transportation Improvement Project

Public 
Plans DisPlay

Quality Inn & Conference Center
Somerset, PA

Oct. 22, 2013
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project
Frequently Asked questions

Why is the project needed?
        The project needs were established in 1997 and reassessed in 2010. A project need equates to an
         issue or problem identified for a particular project. Five needs have been established for this project:
     •  Transportation Demand: The current and future transportation demands on the tunnel and its
        approaches result in unacceptable Levels of Service (LOS) and traffic congestion.
     •  Existing Geometric Constraints: Some geometric features of the tunnel and its approaches
        do not meet current highway design standards with respect to lane width, termination of truck climbing
        lane, horizontal curvature, and sight distance.
     •  Accident Rates: The accident rate for the tunnel and its approaches is higher than the entire
        Turnpike system and PennDOT statewide rates.
     •  Tunnel Conditions: Both the eastbound and westbound tunnels are in need of major rehabilitation. 
     •  System Linkage and Continuity (continuous travel without exiting): System linkage and
         continuity on the Turnpike is currently disrupted because certain hazardous materials (hazmats)
         are not permitted through the Allegheny Tunnel. Trucks carrying certain types of hazmat cargo
         must divert off the Turnpike system and use an alternate route involving local roads.

WhAt phAse is the project in?
        The Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project is currently in the study (alternatives
        analysis) phase.

WhAt types oF AlternAtives Are being evAluAted?
        Three project corridors (brown, yellow and gray) are being evaluated. Each corridor consists of one
        open cut (bypass) alternative and one tunnel alternative.

WhAt is the goAl oF the study?
        The goal of the study is to identify a preferred alternative to move forward to preliminary design.

WhAt Will the study evAluAte?
 •  Accident data  •  Natural resources  •  Roadway data
 •  Agency involvement •  Noise impacts  •  Social resources
 •  Cultural resources  •  Permit needs  •  Traffic impacts
 •  Emergency response routes •  Project purpose and need •  Utility locations 
 •  Hazardous materials •  Public involvement •  Weather  
 •  Mitigation measures    

Who is the project studyteAm?
     •  The Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission — Project Owner 
     •  L.R. Kimball — Project Prime Consultant (Engineering & Environmental Design Lead)
     •  Gannett Fleming — Sub-consultant to L.R. Kimball (Tunnel & Noise Analysis Support)
     •  Paul C. Rizzo Associates — Sub-consultant to L.R. Kimball (Tunnel & Geotechnical Support)
     •  Heberling Associates, Inc. — Sub-consultant to L.R. Kimball (Cultural Resource Management)
     •  Bat Conservation and Management, Inc. — Sub-consultant to L.R. Kimball (Specialty Wildlife Consultant)

hoW cAn i keep inFormed oF the study’s progress?
        The project website will be updated regularly. Visit www.paturnpike.com then click “Major Design
        and Construction Projects” to learn more.
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meeting room lAyout

Gregory Bednar, P.E., Project Manager
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission–Western Regional Office
2200 North Center Avenue – New Stanton, PA 15672-9602
gbednar@paturnpike.com – Phone: 724-755-5182

project contAct

Allegheny tunnel history & project origin

The Allegheny Tunnel is located in Allegheny and Stony Creek Townships, Somerset County, 
on the Pennsylvania Turnpike (I-70/76) about 13 miles east of the Somerset Exit #110. 

The current westbound Allegheny Tunnel was constructed between 1938 and 1940 and was 
part of the 160-mile “Original Section” of the PA Turnpike, which opened Oct. 1, 1940. Initially, 
the Allegheny Tunnel had just one tube and accommodated bidirectional traffic. Vehicles would 
merge from two lanes down to one as they entered.
This first stretch of the PA Turnpike was largely designed to follow the abandoned South Penn 
Railroad right-of-way. The original South Penn tunnel through the Allegheny Mountain, which 
was never completed, is located immediately adjacent to, and north of, the existing Turnpike 
tunnel.
As a result of growing traffic and congestion, a second tube was built in 1965. This new tunnel 
— located south of and adjoining the original — was constructed to carry two lanes of traffic in 
the eastbound direction. At the same time, the original westbound tunnel was refurbished and  
modernized.
In the late 1960’s, congestion again became an issue at the westbound approach due to the 
steep grades, curves and the absence of a truck-climbing lane. In response, the PA Turnpike 
Commission (PTC) added a third westbound lane between New Baltimore and the eastern  
portal of the Allegheny Tunnel with the right lane designated as a truck-climbing lane. 
Since the construction of the new tunnel and the refurbishing of the original in 1965, the Allegheny 
Tunnel and approaches have continued to be improved and modernized. These improvements 
include: lighting and vent control work; portal facade and signing work; tunnel lighting work; and 
installation of high-mast lighting. In addition, in 1987 and 1988 both tunnels underwent major  
rehabilitation. An inspection conducted by the PTC in 1995 and 1996 revealed that the tunnels 
are rapidly deteriorating and once again in need of major rehabilitation. Cosmetics repairs were 
completed in 2012.
The Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project was initiated by the PTC in 1996  
as a result of increasing concerns regarding:
 •     traffic congestion;
 •     the frequency and severity of accidents in and near the tunnel;
 •     the physical and structural conditions of the tunnel; and 
 •     the rerouting of hazardous materials (now prohibited in the tunnels) onto local
       roadways.
Five project needs were established in 1997, and several alternatives were developed based  
on those needs and the numerous environmental studies conducted in the following years.  
The project was placed on hold in 2001. After nine years, it was reinitiated in 2010. 
When the project resumed, the needs were reevaluated, alternatives were added and  
environmental studies were conducted and updated. Six alternatives are presently being evaluated. 
They include the Brown Cut Alternative, Brown Tunnel Alternative, Yellow Cut Alternative, and 
Yellow Tunnel Alternative located north of the existing tunnel and the Gray Cut Alternative and 
Gray Tunnel Alternative located south of the existing tunnel. Each alternative is being evaluated 
with regards to environmental impacts, engineering criteria, cost and public/agency input.

next steps

After gathering input about the proposed alternatives from the public and permitting 
agencies, the Turnpike will identify a preferred alternative and will announce and display 
that at a future public meeting. The Commission will then proceed with the preliminary  
design/environmental permitting phase followed by the final design phase. Project  
construction could commence after successful completion of the permitting and design 
phases.

AnticipAted timeFrAme

The Turnpike expects to select a preferred alternative in late 2014. The design and permitting 
effort could start after a preferred alternative is identified, and is anticipated to take just 
about five to seven years. The earliest construction could begin is approximately 2019 to 
2021. Construction could take anywhere from four to eight years to complete, depending on 
the alternative selected, funding and many other factors.
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Public Plans Display – Oct. 22, 2013 
 

COMMENT FORM 
 
Please Provide Your Comments or Suggestions: 

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 
 

To get project updates, please provide an email:________________________________________________ 

 
Please mail or fax this form to: 

 
L.R. Kimball 

Attn: Tammy Sherwin 
415 Moon Clinton Road 

Coraopolis, PA 15108-3886 
 

Fax: 412-262-3036 
 

All responses must be received by November 8, 2013 
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Transportation Improvement Project 

Public Plans Display - Oct. ll, lOI3 

COMMENT FORM 

Please Provide Your Comments or Suggestions: 
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To get project updates, please provide an email:--------------

Please mail or fax this form to: 

LR. Kimball 
Attn: Tammy Sherwin 

415 Moon Clinton Road 
Coraopolis, PA 15108-3886 

Fax: 412-262-3036 

All responses must be received by November 8, 2013 



Transportation Improvement Project 

Public Plans Display - Oct. 22, 2013 

COMMENT FORM 

Please Provide Your Comments or Suggestions: 
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To get project updates, please provide an email: -"-K.;....C.._L._A-_~_c_o_M._~_G>_Y._;\-_1~_0_0_._c.o_,tl\._. ___ _ 

Please mail or fax this form to: 

L.R. Kimball 
Attn: Tammy Sherwin 

415 Moon Clinton Road 
Coraopolis, PA 15108-3886 

Fax: 412-262-3036 

All responses must be received by November 8, 2013 
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Transportation Improvement Project 

Public Plans Display - Oct. 22, 2013 

COMMENT FORM 

Please Provide Your Comments or Suggestions: 
' ' 
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Please mail or fax this form to: 

L.R. Kimball 
Attn: Tammy Sherwin 

415 Moon Clinton Road 
Coraopolis, PA 15108-3886 

Fax: 412-262-3036 

All responses must be received by November 8, 2013 
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Transportation Improvement Project 

Public Plans Display - Oct. 22, 2013 

COMMENT FORM 

Please Provide Your Comments or Suggestions: 

\ y \•' I 

To get project updates, please provide an email: _ ___,f)f---L-')...>..::....:=--=/c_n..:...., ..:::.()~L,=-..:..../ _L-"/'---GJ-=d'---=L:....:,.):;,,,,:,__:. (~-b~U , 
(t 

Please mail or fax this form to: 

L.R. Kimball 
Attn: Tammy Sherwin 

415 Moon Clinton Road 
Coraopolis, PA 15108-3886 

Fax: 412-262-3036 

All responses must be received by November 8, 2013 



Transportation Improvement Project 

Public Plans Display - Oct. 22, 2013 

COMMENT FORM 

Please Provide Your Comments or Suggestions: 
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L.R. Kimball 
Attn: Tammy Sherwin 

415 Moon Clinton Road 
Coraopolis, PA 15108-3886 
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All responses must be received by November 8, 2013 
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Please mail or fax this form to: 

LR. Kimball 
Attn: Tammy Sherwin 

415 Moon Clinton Road 
Coraopolis, PA 15108-3886 

Fax: 412-262-3036 

All responses must be received by November 8, 2013 



November 4, 2013 

Mr. Patrick J. Krupper 
1026 Oldmill Road 
Berlin, PA 15530 

Dear Gregory Bednar, (Project Manager ,Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission) 

During the preliminary meeting of the Allegheny Tunnel Options at the Quality Inn in 
Somerset, I was surprised to find out that on all the maps present, there was not a marker 
indicating my property. Only one person knew of this property and whom I spoke with 
previously. I own 85 acres bo~dering the Pennsylvania Turnpike. On the 85 acres include 
a cabin, pavilion, and shed. I have enclosed pictures for your review. The property 
address is 259 Turnpike Road. 

Previously, the Turnpike split the property in half and the only access to this property is 
over a road, which runs over the previous lands of the South Pennsylvania Railroad from 

T-8 12. I take this road into my property and have maintained this access road to make it 
driveable. 

I am gravely concerned about the property and my access into the cabin and surrounding 
property. We have a large family who use this cabin and being able to access this 
property using the current access road is vital. Many issues come to mind if this were to 
become an issue including: loss of property and safety (as in medical personnel to reach 
our cabin and fire .) 
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 Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project 
Public Officials Meeting 

 
 
Date:  January 16, 2020 
Time:  4:00 – 5:00 P.M. 
Location: Quality Inn, Somerset, PA 
Subject: Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project 
 
Attendees: 
 
Refer to Sign-in Sheet (attached) 
 
Public Officials Meeting Presentation: 
 
Mr. Gary Graham (Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission) opened the meeting by thanking everyone for 
coming and asked those in attendance to introduce themselves.  He then explained an open house format 
would be utilized for the public from 6:00 to 8:00 PM and a similar presentation used during this meeting 
would be running on a loop feed for the public to view prior to viewing the boards that are placed around 
the room.  Mr. Graham then turned the meeting over to Mr. Ed Jones (L.R. Kimball).   
 
Mr. Jones started the presentation with thanking everyone for participating.  He explained the location of 
the project in relation to the surrounding area (13 miles from Somerset and 23 miles from Bedford).  Next, 
he provided a timeline of project milestones starting from 1996 (the beginning of the project).  The 
milestones included preliminary alternatives analysis, detailed alternatives analysis, project hiatus, project 
re-initiation, field studies, agency and public meetings, and preparation of a draft environmental document.   
Mr. Jones then discussed the needs of the project, which were established in 1996, but periodically 
reviewed and verified throughout the project process as still being valid project needs.  The needs include 
transportation demand, existing geometric constraints, accident rates, tunnel conditions, and system 
linkage and continuity.  Throughout the needs discussion Mr. Jones noted the following: four geometric 
constraints are found in the study area, the Allegheny tunnel is in the poorest condition of all Turnpike 
tunnels, and the fact that hazardous materials haulers are prohibited form entering the tunnel.  The 
hazardous materials haulers exit the Turnpike and take routes such as SR 30 and SR 31 through populated 
communities to avoid the tunnel.  The next topic of discussion was the project corridors/alternatives being 
evaluated.  The corridors are designated by color (brown, yellow and gray).  Each corridor has a cut 
alternative and a tunnel alternative.  The brown and yellow corridors were part of the original study.  The 
gray corridor was added, at agency request, to study something to the south of the existing tunnel in order 
to avoid the travel path of endangered bats leaving the South Penn Railroad Tunnel hibernaculum.  The 
bats leave the hibernaculum in the spring and travel east along the Raystown Branch of Juniata River to 
maternity colonies in Bedford County.  The next slides depicted environmental and cultural resources 
identified within the project study area.  The resources included wetlands, floodplains, streams, habitat for 
threatened and endangered species of plants, mammals and reptiles, known historic resources and 
potential archaeology resources.  An alternative impact matrix was next discussed.  Mr. Jones noted that 
no one alternative has the lowest amount of impact for every category assessed.  Each alternative has a 
range of impact when compared to the others.  The alternative chosen to move forward in design has a 
balance of impacts from the environmental, engineering and financial perspective.  This was noted as the 
Gray Cut Alternative.  This alternative is located south of the existing Turnpike and runs very close to the 
existing alignment.  Mr. Jones then described some of the avoidance and minimization measures utilized in 
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the layout of the Gray Cut Alternative.  These included avoiding the bat corridor and larger wetland 
systems, incorporating wildlife crossings, and steepening of slopes to reduce impact.  It was also noted the 
gray corridor would encompass an area of an ancient landslide.  This area was included in the impact 
calculations to account for the remediation necessary to correct the slide.  It was stated if no alternative is 
chosen for the project the slide area would require remediation in the near future. Three wildlife crossings 
are incorporated within the Gray Cut Alternative.  The crossings include an underpass associated with the 
structure over Stony Creek, an underpass associated with the structure over the Raystown Branch of 
Juniata River and a specific overpass designed to allow wildlife to cross over the Turnpike roadway.  
Example of previously built wildlife crossings in other states/countries were shown.  Mr. Jones explained 
the overhead crossing was being proposed as a shared use crossing for both human and wildlife.  He 
noted the Mountain Field and Stream Club is a large property owner affected by all the alternatives and a 
separate access road was proposed for them to connect their north and south properties.  The location is a 
trail connection under the Raystown Branch of Juniata River to over the existing Allegheny Tunnel.  Large 
amounts of excess excavation or earth removal would occur with each alternative.  Mr. Jones explained the 
project included a waste site and haul road to be permitted at the request of the agencies.  The waste site 
is located north of the Turnpike on reclaimed strip mine area owned by Corsica Coals (formerly PBS 
Coals).  He noted previous conversations were held with Corsica Coals concerning this property.  The 
presentation concluded with a discussion of the next steps for the project.  These include providing an 
environmental document for public comment and agency review this winter, submission of a Section 404 
permit to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) and biological assessment for the bat impacts to 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) this year and advertisement for final design of the project in 
early 2021.   
 
Questions and Comments 
 
The following questions and comments were taken throughout the presentation and after.  
 
• Question:  Are there additional property impacts or just Mountain Field and Stream Club (MFSC)?   

o Response:  All alternatives have additional partial takes.  The Gray Tunnel Alternative has one 
displacement. 

• Question:  What crossing would MFSC have if the shared use wildlife crossing was denied by the 
agencies? 

o Response:  A connection road will be provided under the crossing of the Raystown Branch of 
Juniata River and across the existing tunnel. 

• Question:  Who owns the property proposed as the waste site? 
o Response:  PBS Coals owns this property and previous coordination occurred. 

• Question / Statement:  It appears the Gray Cut Alternative still includes a curve within the eastern 
portion of the alignment.  How is this fixing the substandard curve?  What is determined as acceptable 
today (in engineering criteria) will not be acceptable within the next couple of years.  There is a 
constant labeling of substandard on the roadways that requires some fix. 

o Response:  The curve proposed at the eastern end of the alignment is flatter and designed for 
a 70 MPH speed. 

• Statement:  It appears the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission (PTC) does not take into account any of 
the public comments and does what they want.   
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o Response:  All projects follow a process and public comments are included in the 
environmental document.  The comment forms that are completed are included as exact 
reproductions of what was submitted.  Everyone is invited to provide written comment. 

• Question:  What process is being followed? 
o Response:  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACOE) is the lead federal agency.  There is 

no federal funding involved in this project, but there is a federal action of acquiring a permit.  
The project environmental document will be advertised as available for public comment for 30 
days.  All comments received here and during the 30-day comment period become part of the 
environmental document.  The USACOE will also advertise the project in the Federal Register 
for comment when the permit is in the review process. 

• Question:  What papers were the plans display advertised in?  Were the affected property owners 
notified? 

o Response:  The advertisement was included in the Somerset Daily American and Bedford 
Gazette.  The project is not in the phase of property acquisition negotiations yet.  An alternative 
is being proposed to move forward in design.  Property owners were notified of the meeting.  
(This statement was later retracted as specific meeting notices were not sent, only intent to 
enter letters were sent to property owners during past years.) 

• Question:  What was submitted?  You (PTC) stated you submitted something and now are saying you 
did not. 

o Response:  Nothing has formally been submitted.  The project is following the USACOE 
process.  Sharing of information with agencies has occurred as necessary to meet the imposed 
State and Federal regulations.  The environmental document will include public comment prior 
to submission to the USACOE. 

• Statement:  There is no concern for people, only animals and plants.  The Townships will be losing 
property tax revenue as the PTC does not pay anything when they acquire the land.  The Yellow option 
is a straight line that would impact less properties and should be the obvious choice.  Also, engineering 
design 40 years ago was deemed as acceptable, but now is substandard.  How long until the new 
roadway will be outdated? 

o Response:  The Yellow Cut results in a very large cut within the ridge area creating a huge 
amount of excess excavation that would require multiple waste areas.  This becomes costly 
and the environmental impacts are much larger because of it.  Design of the alternatives is 
required to follow current day criteria. 

• Question:  The Gray Cut Alternative will result in the roadway being very close to residents’ homes.  
Should a take be considered? 

o Response:  The moving of the roadway does not require a take, but the PTC has worked with 
residents in the past that wanted to be taken as a result of the roadway moving closer to their 
residences. 

• Statement:  The Yellow option is the best.  Cannot understand why so much consideration is given to 
environmental resources.  It is not more important than people. 

o Response:  The project is required to follow State and Federal regulations. 
• Statement:  The County would be willing to house the environmental document for public review. 
• Question:  What timeframe are we looking at for construction? 
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o Response:  Once an alternative is chosen, the project will move through preliminary and final 
design and permitting.  That can take two to three years and construction will take two to three 
years.  Best case scenario is 2025 or later. 

 
The meeting was concluded at approximately 4:45 P.M. 
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Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project 
Public Plans Display Summary 

January 16, 2020 
 
The Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission (PTC) hosted an Open-House Plans Display for the Allegheny 
Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project on January 16, 2020 at the Quality Inn in Somerset, PA from 
6:00 to 8:00 PM to gather input from the public on the project.  The meeting was advertised in the Somerset 
Daily American and Bedford Gazette newspapers on January 6, 2020.  The attendance at the plans display 
included 46 members from the public and 15 members from the project team. 
 
The plans display included 11 stations for the public to view information about the project.  PTC and L.R. 
Kimball staff were present at the stations and throughout the meeting room to answer questions. 
 
Station 1 – Sign-in Table 
 
The sign-in station was located at the first table prior to entering into the room.  Each participant was asked 
to sign-in (Attachment A) and received a meeting pamphlet (Attachment B) that included the project history 
and origin, next steps, anticipated timeframe, meeting room layout, and frequently asked questions.   
 
Station 2 – PowerPoint Presentation 
 
A PowerPoint presentation previously recorded was played on feedback loop at this station.  The 
presentation included information on the project location, needs, timeline, environmental and cultural 
resources, alternatives, and next steps.  Meeting attendees had the opportunity to sit and view the 
presentation prior to moving through the project displays. 
 
Station 3 – Project Needs 
 
The project needs were listed on a display board. 
 
Station 4 – Project Timeline 
 
Project milestones from 1996 to present were listed on a display board. 
 
Station 5 – Cultural Resources 
 
Two display boards were included at this station.  The known historic resources and potential archaeology 
resources were identified on the first display board.  The National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 Section 
106 process was identified on the second board. 
 
Station 6 – Environmental Resources 
 
Environmental resources identified within the project study area were located on a display board at this 
station. 
 
Station 7 – Project Corridors 
 
The three project corridors (brown, yellow and gray) were depicted on a display board at this station. 
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Station 8 – Project Alternatives 
 
The six project alternatives (brown cut, brown tunnel, yellow cut, yellow tunnel, gray cut and gray tunnel) 
were displayed for the public to view at this station. 
 
Station 9 – Impact Matrix 
 
A matrix identifying resource impacts, engineering criteria, and financial data for each alternative was 
displayed at this station. 
 
Station 10 - Preferred Alternative 
 
Two display boards were included at this station.  The first display depicted the Gray Cut Alternative layout.  
The second display listed avoidance and minimization measures utilized for the Gray Cut Alternative. 
 
Station 11 – Comment Forms 
 
Comment forms were available at two tables and could be completed and returned at the meeting or 
mailed/faxed back to L.R. Kimball. 
 
Noted concerns: 
 
The following concerns were noted as the public viewed the displays at each station: 
 

• Concern over loss of property. 
• Property owners need to be notified prior to drilling and tree removal.  Property owners can use the 

timber. 
• Concern about placement of excess excavation near residences, loss of farmland and loss of 

access via Big Rock Road. 
• Concern with the proposed roadway being so close to residences along SR 160 and previous loss 

of septic. 
• Concerns about displacements.   
• Mountain Field &Stream Club members voiced concerned with a cut option, they want a tunnel 

option.   
• Cut through the ridge will change meteorological conditions in the area and allow more wind and 

snow to affect the turnpike east of the ridge.   
• Noted Mountain Field and Stream Club monthly meeting is the second Tuesday of the month and 

available for questions/input then.  They do not expect to attend another meeting in another 
location. 

• Berlin Water Supply members were concerned that a cut will impact the underground aquifer 
supply to their well heads.  They requested to receive a copy of the previously conducted 
groundwater studies.   

• It was pointed out the Brown Cut bridge over the Raystown Branch with the 5% grade would be 
very difficult for large trucks to ascend and descend through the winter months. 

• What are plans for use of the abandoned roadway and tunnel when the project is constructed.  
• Concern over people losing their job if tunnel is abandoned.  
• Concern over groundwater movement when the mountain is cut open and where the water will go.   
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• Concern over property and drinking water well impacts if Brown Cut is selected.   
 
Written Public Comments 
 
Those attending the public plans display had the opportunity to complete a comment form.  The attendees 
could complete the form at the meeting and drop it in a collection box or take the form home, complete it, 
and mail or fax it back to L.R. Kimball by February 6, 2020.  The date for comments was extended to 
February 27, 2020 after it was noted the zip code in the return address was wrong.  The PTC notified the 
Township Supervisors, County Commissioners, and each person who attended the meeting via letter about 
the discrepancy.  A revised comment form and self-addressed stamped envelope was provided to each 
meeting attendee for ease of returning the form.  The PTC also published a press release with the local 
media to alert the public of the extension date to receive comments on the project.  A total of 16 people 
submitted comment forms via the meeting collection box, mail, fax or email.  Some citizens sent multiple 
forms / emails.  A total seven organizations / political representatives mailed independent letters (Somerset 
County Conservancy, Mountain Field and Stream Club, Somerset County Commissioners, New Baltimore 
Sportsmen’s Club, Somerset County Chamber of Commerce, the Municipal Authority of the Borough of 
Berlin and House of Representatives Carl Walker Metzgar).  Each comment form, email and letter is 
located in Appendix C.  A summary of the comments is listed below: 
 
Comment Forms: 

• Tunnel only!! 
• In my opinion the gray alternative looks to be the optimal solution.  It would appear impacts are 

minimal and would provide a safe alternative to the current roadway alignment. 
• Plans Display was poorly publicized and should be held in Berlin closer to those affected.  Land 

owners were to be contacted and were not.  Any solution should take out the two curves by the 
tunnel.  It should also be done cheaply as possible.  Yellow cut is best solution.  

• Yellow cut is straight and would be cheaper, water concern for property, structure of cabin during 
construction with it being in middle of the project, road access to cabin, dust, dirt, noise from 
project, lessen property value, notification of drillers on property with just compensation for 
disturbance, and reclaim land disturbed by drilling.  A second comment form with an attached op-
ed article entitled Building a Killer Bypass published in the Somerset Daily American by John Fox 
was sent in and requested to be included with this comment form. 

• Plans need to include work on the curves near the Allegheny Tunnel.  Drivers are not able to 
negotiate the S curves.  Speed limits and S curves put drivers at risk.  Newspaper articles were 
included with this comment.  A second comment form was received from the same person 
indicating the curves near the tunnel are very dangerous and by straightening the highway and 
replacing the tunnel would be the best solution.  Reroute the tunnel for safety and best use of less 
land construction. 

• The more than 5,200 men and women of the Somerset County Sportsmen’s League go on record 
as being totally opposed to any form of Allegheny Mountain bypass on the Pennsylvania Turnpike.  
A bypass would be a eternal monument to environmental and aesthetic disaster.  The financial 
numbers presented at the meeting are questionable and would like to see numbers from other 
institutions not connected with the Pennsylvania Turnpike.  Support a tunnel project. 

• Comment opportunity is limited and should have an electronic submission option, not paper only.  
The project plan like the execution of the Somerset Interchange suits the Turnpike and no one 
else.  It will prevent an uncrossable barrier for wildlife.  It goes straight through a hunting club that 
was in existence prior to the Turnpike.  The Turnpike thinks little about private property and public 
comment.  Tunnels are built in other countries to limit environmental damage and avoid taking of 
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private land.  Re-do the tunnel. Subsequent email submitted to the Governor indicating plan to 
bulldoze part of the Allegheny Front is a terrible idea.  The method of public comment is designed 
to limit comment, not invite it.  PA Turnpike Commission has long outlived its usefulness.  Not in 
favor of taking private land to make messes.  The hunting club was in existence prior to the 
turnpike.    

• After the meeting I did not have any comments and understand the need for the project.  I talked to 
my township supervisor and he was shown a map with my ground on it.  They plan on using it to 
put fill from the cut.  Can I have a meeting with someone who can explain how this works.  Do they 
take my ground, pay me to place it there, how much ground is needed, etc… 

• I am adamantly opposed to any cut options.  The grey cut is bad as it is longer than the others and 
will increase the dangerous curve on the eastern side.  The cuts will have a much more detrimental 
effect on the environment than tunnels. 

• This comment form summarizes an op-ed article submitted to the Daily American by the author: 
o Loss of life – the PTC study shows no significant difference in safety between tunnel and 

by pass alternatives.  Weather concerns such as high winds, white outs, freezing rain and 
dense fog were noted.  Concern added over a dangerous 2,000 foot bridge being built on a 
7% downhill grade on a sweeping curve. 

o Flooding – removal of hundreds of acres of forest will flood Raystown Branch and New 
Baltimore. 

o No access across the mountain top for wildlife except for one small game crossing of 600 
feet.  Predators would close in on this area. 

o Acid mine run off – removing 18 million cubic yards of overburden would require a several 
hundred acre dump site.  The exposed earth would create a toxic run off affecting Lake 
Stonycreek and Stonycreek River. 

o Hazardous water – pocket of high iron water over 100 ppm exists under the mountain; 
effects of 50 year old bore holes that are artesian wells are leading orange water. 

o Pollute a public drinking supply – Berlins drinking water could become contaminated from 
hazardous spills, chemicals and salt run off. 

o Destroying an ecosystem, beauty and balance of a forested mountain 
o Cost – does not believe cost estimates are accurate based on the difference in numbers 

from 2000, 2014 and current study. 
o TPC says replacing tunnel due to age, Squirrel Hill tunnels in Pittsburgh were built in 1953 

and still being used every day with a lot more traffic.  TPC has created this problem by not 
taking care of the tunnels over the past 25 years. 

o TPC has said ability to protect motorists in adverse weather is not sufficient reason to 
choose a tunnel option.  What cost does TPC put on loss of human life, flooding, water 
contamination, habitat changes and eco system.  Once a cut is built there is not going 
back damage is done forever. 

o Other option – make Rt. 219 south a TP extension, could put exits onto 219 no need for 
toll booths with EZ pass System interchange would remain in Somerset.  This would 
relieve congestion at tunnels and also in Breezewood.  Tunnels could be refurbished and 
still are money ahead for decades of maintenance. 

• An email was sent expressing the disappointment on planning to bypass the tunnel.  The PA 
Turnpike is unique that it has tunnels.  When driving that way, I just always love going through the 
tunnels. 

• The Allegheny Township Supervisors have the following concerns:  water flow disturbance, water 
runoff problems, water contamination, and loss of real estate tax dollars. 
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• An email was sent in strenuous opposition to any cut alternative.  It notes horrible environmental 
damage including forest degradation from the endless saline spray used and cited the Laurel 
Mountain bypass.  There is concern over the reckless disregard for safety that would be caused by 
regular weather on that section of highway.  With great frequency, from a line routinely between the 
elevations of 2,400 and 2,500 feet to the top of the mountain, fog/clouds, obscure the view and in 
the winter even when precipitation has ceased at lower elevations, snow and sleet occur.  Two 
photos were attached to the email.  Weather was noted as being a similar problem on Route 31 
over the Allegheny Mountain.  It was recommended to do a day to day study of the unique and very 
local weather in the intended bypass location over a considerable period of time to accurately 
observe these conditions of ice and snow and reduced visibility that cannot be ascertained by 
looking at weather observation statistics from other areas of Somerset and Bedford Counties or of 
the area in general.  Also suggested was to look at the section of I-68 as it crosses the mountain 
ridges in the areas of Frostburg and Keyser’s Ridge in Maryland as this has been the site of multi-
vehicle collisions when sudden, altitude-related weather caused low visibility. 

• As a resident of the mountain, I oppose any of the cut options. Following reasons were given: 
o Heavy fog for days at a time 
o Heavy ice storms 
o Heavy snowfall 
o Flood potential down stream 
o Major disruption to wildlife travel 
o Destroy the beauty of the mountain 

Approves of the Yellow Tunnel alternative only. 
• The following suggestions were included on the form: 

o Complete Rt. 219 to address hazard truck traffic 
o Complete 1 new tunnel because to not upset water table sources for Juniata waterways 

and Stoney Creek basin waterways 
o Safety issues a cut will cause more accidents on Turnpike water will flow in cut, ¾ mile 

wide, wind chill factors from cut will freeze 
o Will affect farming by way of water, climate due to cut look at western cut from Donegal to 

Somerset (more accidents in this section) 
o Why cannot your company see the environmental, aesthetic, wildlife and safety issues, 

and cannot use 1940’s technology and reason with new 2020 technology for new tunnel? 
• Exhibits were well done and project team was very knowledgeable about the project and impacts.  

The yellow tunnel alternative is preferred.  The tunnel option is expensive, however mitigating for 
the landslide is also costly and has to be done prior to roadwork.  Which alternative will expose 
acid producing strata and how thick is it?  Will AMD potential be the same for a cut or tunnel 
option? 

Letters: 
• (Somerset County Conservancy submitted same letter twice) Opposition expressed to a cut 

alternative as follows: 
o Allegheny Mountain is longest continuous ridge in the eastern United States and contains 

nearly contiguous forested land along its spine providing important wildlife habitat and 
migration corridors.  Creating one of the largest cuts in the country would have devastating 
environmental impacts. 

o Cut would destroy hundreds of acres of forested mountaintop. 
o Many acres of new edge habitat would be occur – detrimental to interior forest breeding 

birds. 
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o Waste rubble would destroy hundreds more acres of forest and potentially headwater 
streams depending on location. 

o Important aquifers would be daylighted. 
o Surface streams including Stonycreek River and Raystown Branch of the Juniata River 

would be directly impacted by large quantities of ice melting chemicals. 
o A large cut would serve as a cold “drain” allowing the 5 to 10 degree colder air of Somerset 

County to sink down along the Turnpike towards Bedford County. 
o Weather conditions on the very high elevation Allegheny Mountain are worse than already 

problematic mountain crossings of the Turnpike on Laurel Mountain and Sideling Hill. 
o PA Turnpike refuses to look at an option that would optimize environmental concerns, 

traveler safety and cost. 
o Suggest building a single west to east tunnel aligned to ease the east side curve while 

rehabbing both existing tunnels for west bound traffic. 
o Copies of your consultant’s complete report on the alternatives needs to be available for 

review. 
o A public hearing sponsored by local state elected officials would best have issues and 

answers freely discussed. 
• (Mountain Field and Stream Club) Opposes a cut as it would create a permanent chasm through 

the Allegheny Mountain that will have devastating effect on land, water, aquatic and wildlife 
resources.  Motorists traveling the cut options will be subjected to adverse weather conditions 
found on the Allegheny Mountain such as fog, freezing rain and snow subjecting them to 
unnecessary risk.  A request was made under the Freedom of Information Act for the assumptions, 
raw data, technical analysis, cost information and other scientific and engineering reports that led 
to the selection of the Gray Cut as the preferred option.  Mountain Field and Stream Club believes 
a public hearing is appropriate so the stakeholders can provide constructive comments and 
opinions regarding the project. 

• (Somerset County Commissioners) Disagree with the findings the Gray Cut Alternative should be 
the preferred Alternative.  The proposed cut will have devasting impact on the environment of both 
Somerset and Bedford Counties.  Weather on the top of the Allegheny Ridge is unique with a fog 
line just above the tunnel entrance and the unpredictability of snow and ice.  The addition of the 
bridge contributes adversely to icing conditions.  The Laurel Hill bypass is a safety concern for all 
who travel the turnpike on a regular basis.  The conditions on top of the ridge are treacherous while 
the conditions of the roadway just a few hundred feet lower are acceptable.  The mountain ridge is 
part of our heritage.  The flora and fauna of the ridge is unique.  Many species us the ridge as a 
travel corridor and hunters, hikers, youth groups and historians walk this ridge.  Hold a public forum 
where you can hear and address our constituents. 

• (New Baltimore Sportsmen’s Club) The tone of the public plans display was the grey cut was the 
only solution.  The letter listed environmental impact of a cut through the mountain: 

o Will destroy undetermined acres of forest land 
o Require another serval hundred acres of additional land to dump the material removed 
o Three more miles of paved roadway dealing with drainage water and chemicals used to 

treat ice and snow 
o Silt from work will be going into the Raystown Branch of the Juniata River or the Stony 

Creek River. 
o Wildlife will continue to cross any place they can find. 
o Possibility of pollution from acid mine water could result in polluting area streams and a 

public water supply 
The letter also listed safety factors: 
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o Unbroken mountain has been a migratory route for many animals.  They will still continue 
to cross north and south.  How many accidents will this cause? 

o Weather – cut will be subject to heavy fog, wind, freezing rain and snow 
The New Baltimore Sportsmen’s Club with a membership of over 2450 prefer the Turnpike 
Commission rehabilitate the tunnels.  A cut through the mountain can never be replace. 

• (Somerset County Chamber of Commerce) The Somerset County Chamber of Commerce supports 
the stance of the Somerset County Commissioners in opposition to the PA Turnpike – Allegheny 
Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project.  The identified Gray Cut Alternative, selected by the 
commission and L.R. Kimball will create a definitive hardship on our county in many ways that 
would have a lasting devastating impact on our environment in both Somerset and Bedford 
Counties.  The project would have a severe long-term financial impact on our local 
hospitality/tourism sector and other support businesses.  The Allegheny Tunnel area is the 
postcard entrance into Somerset County and the beauty of the pristine mountains and forests are 
all a part of what attracts visitors to the county.  The Chamber supports the wishes of the County 
Commissioners to hold a public forum so you can hear from our residents and others who would be 
impacted from this project. 

• (The Municipal Authority of the Borough of Berlin) The Municipal Authority of the Borough of Berlin 
owns and operates a public water supply system that is the sole source of water for 1,020 metered 
residential customers serving between 2,650 and 2,700 people.  The system also provides water to 
73 commercial customers, one nursing care home, one industrialized facility and one wastewater 
treatment facility.  The majority of water is provided by three wells drawing water from the Mauch 
Chunk aquifer, which, is noted as an aquifer that contains excellent quality water.  Should the 
quality and/or quantity of water produced by these wells be negatively affected, the Municipal 
Authority would no longer be able to meet the water needs essential to its customers.  The 
Authority has very serious concerns about the potential impact that a new Allegheny Mountain 
turnpike tunnel or tunnel bypass construction would have on its primary water supply wells.  The 
Authority is requesting an independent in-depth study and analyses of the impacts to the water 
supply be conducted for any alternative being considered.  If there is a possibility of detriment to 
the public water supply sources the corresponding alternative(s) must be dropped and no longer 
pursued.  A response indicating the Pennsylvania Turnpike Commissions intentions was 
requested. 

• (House of Representatives Carl Walker Metzgar) Opposes the Allegheny Tunnel Transportation 
Improvement Program proposal creating an “open cut”.  This cut would be one of the largest 
transportation cuts in the country and would have many devastating impacts to wildlife and the 
environment generally.  This mountain is a treasure and has been part of the heritage of our people 
for generations.  Maintain the existing tunnels and add another is necessary. 

 
All public involvement activities will be summarized in the Environmental Document for the project. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
MEETING PAMHPLET 



Quality Inn & Conference Center
Somerset, PA
January 16, 2020
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Public

Plans DisPlay

Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project
Frequently Asked questions

Why is the project needed?
The project needs were established in 1997 and re-assessed in 2010. A project need equates to 
an issue or problem identified for a particular project.  Five needs are established for this project:
• Transportation Demand:  The current and future transportation demands on the tunnel and 

its approaches result in unacceptable Levels of Service (LOS) and traffic congestion.
• Existing Geometric Constraints:  Some geometric features of the tunnel and its approaches 

do not meet current highway design standards with respect to lane width, termination of truck 
climbing lane, horizontal curvature, and sight distance.

• Accident Rates:  The accident rate for the tunnel and its approaches is higher than statewide 
average for similar facilities.

• Tunnel Conditions:  Both the eastbound and westbound tunnels are in need of major 
rehabilitation.  

• System Linkage and Continuity (continuous travel without required exiting):  System linkage 
and continuity on the turnpike is currently disrupted due to the fact that certain hazardous 
materials are not permitted through the Allegheny Tunnel (diversion of hazmat haulers to local 
roads).

What phase is the project in?
The Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project is currently in the study (alternatives 
analysis) phase.  

What is the goal of the study?
The goal of the study is to identify a preferred alternative to move forward in the design process.

What types of Alternatives were evaluated?
Three project corridors (brown, yellow and gray) have been evaluated.  Each corridor consisted 
of one open cut (bypass) alternative and one tunnel alternative.  The preferred alternative for the 
project is the Gray Cut.

What did the study evaluate?
• Accident data
• Agency input
• Cultural resources
• Design criteria
• Emergency response routes
• Hazardous materials

Who is the project team study team?
• The Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission – Project Owner
• L.R. Kimball – Project Prime Consultant (Engineering & Environmental Design Lead)
• Gannett Fleming – Sub-consultant to L.R. Kimball (Tunnel, Noise and Geotechnical Support)
• Paul C. Rizzo Associates – Sub-consultant to L.R. Kimball (Tunnel Support)
• Heberling Associates, Inc. – Sub-consultant to L.R. Kimball (Cultural Resource Management)
• Bat Conservation and Management, Inc. – Sub-consultant to L.R. Kimball (Specialty Wildlife 

Consultant)

How can I keep informed of the study’s progress?
The project website will be updated frequently.  Visit www.paturnpike.com then click “Major 
Design and Construction Projects” to learn more.

• Mitigation options
• Natural resources
• Noise impacts
• Permit needs
• Project purpose and need
• Public input

• Roadway data
• Social resources
• Traffic impacts
• Utility locations
• Weather



Allegheny Tunnel History and Project Origin Next Steps
After gathering input about the proposed alternatives from the 
public and permitting agencies, the Turnpike will complete the 
Environmental Document in Winter 2020.  This document will be 
advertised as available for public review for a 30-day period, in which 
time public comments will be gathered.  The commission will then 
proceed with the Section 404 permitting of the Gray Cut Alternative 
while moving forward in the design process.  

Anticipated Timeframe
The design and permitting effort will proceed with anticipated 
submission of the Section 404 permit in 2020.  Final design is 
expected to begin early 2021 and could take up to four years.  Upon 
final permit issuances (both federal and state) and completion of 
design, construction could take anywhere from four to six years 
depending on funding and many other factors.

Gregory Bednar, P.E., Project Manager 
Pennsylvania Turnpike Commission – Western Regional Office
2200 North Center Avenue – New Stanton, PA 15672-9602 
gbednar@paturnpike.com – Phone: 724-755-5182

The Allegheny Tunnel is located in Allegheny and Stonycreek Townships, Somerset 
County along the Pennsylvania Turnpike (I-70 / 76), a limited access highway, 
approximately 13 miles east of the Somerset Interchange (Exit #110). 

The current westbound Allegheny Tunnel was constructed between 1938 and 1940 and was 
part of the 160 mile long “Original Section” of the PA Turnpike, which opened 
Oct. 1, 1940.  Initially, the Allegheny Tunnel had just one tube and accommodated bidirectional 
traffic.  Vehicles would merge from two lanes down to one as they entered.  

The first stretch of the PA Turnpike was largely designed to follow the abandoned South Penn 
Railroad right-of-way.  The original South Penn tunnel through the Allegheny Mountain, which 
was never completed, is located immediately adjacent to, and north of, the existing Turnpike 
tunnel.

As a result of growing traffic and congestion, a second tube was built in 1965.  The new tunnel 
- located south of and adjoining the original - was constructed to carry two lanes of traffic in 
the eastbound direction.  At the same time, the original westbound tunnel was refurbished and 
modernized.

In the late 1960’s, congestion again became an issue at the westbound approach due to steep 
grades, curves and the absence of a truck-climbing lane.  In response, the 
PA Turnpike Commission (PTC) added a third westbound lane between New Baltimore and 
the eastern portal of the Allegheny Tunnel with the right lane designated as a truck-climbing 
lane.

Since the construction of the new eastbound tunnel and the refurbishing of the original in 
1965, the Allegheny Tunnels and approaches have continued to be improved and modernized.  
These improvements include: lighting and vent control work; portal facade and signing work; 
tunnel lighting work; and installation of high mast lighting.  In addition, in 1987 and 1988 both 
tunnels underwent major rehabilitation.  An inspection conducted by the PTC in 1995 and 
1996 revealed that the tunnels were rapidly deteriorating and once again in need of major 
rehabilitation.  Cosmetic repairs were completed in 2012.

The Allegheny Tunnel Transportation Improvement Project was initiated by the PTC in 1996 as 
a result of increasing concerns regarding:

• traffic congestion;
• the frequency and severity of accidents in and near the tunnel;
• the physical and structural conditions of the tunnel; and
• the rerouting of hazardous materials (currently prohibited in the tunnels) onto local 

roadways.

Five project needs were established in 1997, and several alternatives were developed based 
on those needs and the numerous environmental studies conducted in the following years.  
The project was then placed on hold in 2001.  After nine years it was re-initiated in 2010.  

When the project resumed, the project needs were re-evaluated, alternatives were added, 
and environmental studies were conducted and updated.  Six alternatives were evaluated.  
They included the Brown Cut Alternative, Brown Tunnel Alternative, Yellow Cut Alternative, 
and Yellow Tunnel Alternative each located north of the existing tunnel and the Gray Cut 
Alternative and Gray Tunnel Alternative located south of the existing tunnel.  Each alternative 
was evaluated with regards to environmental impact, engineering criteria, cost and public 
and agency input.  The Gray Cut Alternative has been selected as the Project Preferred 
Alternative as it best balances the environmental, engineering, operational, cost, and safety 
considerations that are components of this Project.
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Sherwin, Tammy

From: Ken Martin <unitedfireybride@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2020 6:20 AM
To: Bednar, P
Subject: Don't reduce the number of tunnels on the turnpike

ALERT	‐	This	email	is	from	an	External	Source.	Be	careful	opening	attachments,	clicking	links	or	
responding.	

To Gregory, 
I am disappointed that you are planning on bypassing the tunnel with a cut.  The PA Turnpike is unique that it has those 
tunnels.  When I drive the PA turnpike out that way, I just always love going through the tunnels.  I am sadden that your 
want to eliminate another tunnel. 
Ken Martin 
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Sherwin, Tammy

From: Bednar, P <gbednar@paturnpike.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2020 7:23 AM
To: Jones, Ed; Sherwin, Tammy
Cc: Graham, Gary; Burd, Matthew; Lutz, Andrew
Subject: [External Mail] FW: Allegheny Tunnel improvement
Attachments: Allegheny Mtn. 1-29-20.jpg; Allegheny Mtn. 2-1-20.jpg

[EXTERNAL MAIL] Please report any suspicious attachments, links, or requests for sensitive information to 
customersupport@synoptek.com. 

 
Received late last night. 
 
 
 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone 

 
 
 
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ Original message ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐ 
From: Bell & Dickey <bellanddickey@comcast.net>  
Date: 2/24/20 11:57 PM (GMT‐05:00)  
To: "Bednar, P" <gbednar@paturnpike.com>  
Subject: Allegheny Tunnel improvement  
 

ALERT	‐	This	email	is	from	an	External	Source.	Be	careful	opening	attachments,	clicking	links	or	
responding.	

  
  
Mr. Bednar, 
  
I write with comments concerning the proposed update of the Allegheny Tunnel and, 
moreover, in strenuous opposition to any alternative that would substitute a “cut” for an 
upgrade and/or addition to the present tunnel on the Pennsylvania Turnpike. 
  
Notwithstanding the horrible environmental damage a cut option would cause, not the 
least of which is the forest degradation from the endless saline spray – viz., the wide 
corridor of dead trees and the mutated, stunted growth of the still living trees lining the 
current Laurel Mountain bypass section of the Turnpike – the overriding concern is what 
I believe to be, in fact, the reckless disregard for safety that would be caused by regular 
weather on that section of highway over the Allegheny ridge if the tunnel were to be 
bypassed. 
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My home is located along the Brotherton Road in Brothersvalley Township and looks out, 
to the East, upon the Allegheny Mountain.  As such, I am a daily observer of the weather 
affecting that ridge.  With great frequency, from a line routinely between the elevations of 
2,400 and 2,500 feet to the top of that mountain, fog / clouds, obscure the view and, in 
winter, even when precipitation has ceased at lower elevations, snow and sleet occur.  As 
just two examples of those weather phenomena, I have attached photos taken of the 
Allegheny Mountain in the direction of the tunnel and proposed bypass.  The January 29 
photo shows snow on the mountain and the February 1 photo shows the mountain 
enveloped in fog at those altitudes and above.

I am also a frequent traveler on Route 31 over the Allegheny Mountain (known here as 
the White Horse).  That location is not too far distant to the South from the Allegheny 
Tunnel location.  Again, at those elevations, fog is a regular occurrence, particularly in the 
autumn, with visibility reduced to distances measured in feet, not even tens of feet.  Local 
people travelling that section of road often speak of times when the only way to determine 
location of the lane of travel is to look beside the vehicle to spot the painted centerline.

It behooves you at the very least, out of concern for safety, to do a day-to-day study of the 
unique and very local weather in the intended bypass location, over a considerable period 
of time, to accurately observe these conditions of ice and snow and reduced visibility that 
cannot be ascertained simply by looking at weather observation statistics form other areas 
of Somerset and Bedford Counties or of the area in general. 

Further, I would suggest you look at an analogous section of I-68 as it crosses the 
mountain ridges in the areas of Frostburg and Keyser’s Ridge, Maryland.  Both of those 
areas have been the sites of multi-vehicle pileup collisions when sudden, altitude-related 
weather caused exceedingly low visibility, sometimes combined with low traction road 
conditions.

Douglas Bell

Post Office Box 65
Berlin, Pennsylvania 15530
Telephone (814) 267-4490



 

 








































